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Who am I ? 

“I” “Identity” 

“Aware” 
“Self” 

Self is the “I” as 

experienced by an 

individual. 

‘Self’ is a totality, that 

consists of conscious & 

unconscious contents 

which dwarf the ego in 

scope & intensity. 

The concept of ‘self’ for 

an individual is 

incomplete without 

one being aware of it.  

One's identity defines 

how an individual 

presents oneself to others 

& how others perceive 

that person.  



What is Self Awareness ? 

Self-awareness involves having a “deep under- 

standing of one's emotions, as well as one's 

strengths and limitations and one’s values and 

motives”  

“Deeper the Self-realization of a man, more he 

influences the whole universe by his subtle spiritual 

vibrations, and less he himself is affected by the 

phenomenal flux” 

- Paramahansa, Yogananda 

 

It incorporates the self-reflection capacity and 

thoughtfulness which are necessary to discover 

one’s voice as well as the ability to understand one’s 

true nature and the freedom to choose how one 

responds to situations in life.  



Three Forms / Stages of Self Awareness 

Awareness of oneself i.e. the person 

himself / herself who is experiencing 

something. 

Awareness one that how his/her 

awareness is constituted in direct 

experience. 

Simple 

Conscious 

Awareness 

Reflective 

Awareness  

Reflexive 

Awareness  

Awareness of whatever is being 

experienced 



Benefits of Self Awareness 

Facilitates 

decision making 

Predicts self-

development, 

acceptance, and 

proactivity 

Aids self-control, 

creativity, pride, and 

self-esteem. 

Leads to more 

accurate self-reports. 

Required to 

develop self-

control 



Factors Affecting Self Awareness 

Inability to 

understand 

Stress is a major factors which reduces self awareness.  It causes persons to miss tell 

tale signs which enable them to be effective in managing themselves and their 

relationships.  

 

 

Tendency to believe in faulty preconceptions is consistent with several types of self-

deception identified by Siegler in 1962.  

He identified eight rationalizations that frequently occur as part of self-deception.  

Acknowledged 

regret 

Articulation of past 

fears 

Resolving to 

change 

Discounting       

failure 

Intentional averting 

of attention 

Pretense 

Wanting reality to 

be different 
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Not being Over 

Concerned 

Being realistic 

Actions Aiding Self-Acceptance 

“Self-awareness is wasted if it does not result in self-acceptance” 

 

Hold weaker 

opinions 

Recognising 

patterns 

Recognising Self created 

problems 

Recognising 

patterns 



Self Control 

Chocolate smells delicious and 

makes mouth water. Yet we 

may resist the urge because of 

a set goal of cutting calories.  

Moments where self-control 

comes into focus allow us to 

inhibit ourselves from impulsive 

responses in behaviour, 

favouring more appropriate, 

context-specific behaviour.. 

Self-control is not a stable 

trait  and tends to wax 

and wane over the course 

of a day, suggesting that 

self-control is less like a 

mental capacity such as 

intelligence and more a 

fluctuating resource along 

the lines of physical 

energy. 

Self-control is the capacity to override an impulse in order to respond appropriately.  



Parts of Self Control 

This involves keeping track of 

thoughts, feelings and actions.  

This is the energy needed to control 

impulses. Mental exhaustion and 

stress may reduce self control. 

Monitoring 

Standards 

Moral 

These originate from society and culture. 

Following the rules is OK while breaking 

rules will have consequences. These self 

or societal standards assist self control. 



Benefits of Self-Control 

Individual well-being 

Physically, self-controlled people sleep better, experience 

fewer physical sickness symptoms and live longer lives while 

enjoying better mental health. It lowers anxiety and 

depression.  

Relationships 

People want to spend lives with people who can be trusted, 

who follow through on their promises and are not impulsive. 

Self-controlled people are forgiving and react to conflict calmly 

resulting in better relationship. 

 
Societies  

Self-control helps societies flourish. They override their selfish 

impulses and go out of their way to help others. Societies that 

have clear-cut standards for appropriate behavior tend to 

function better than ones where people do as they please.  

  



Improving Self-Control 

Alternative Perspectives 

Managing Energy 

Building Mental Strength 

Controlling Environment 

Implementing Automation 

Measuring Progress 

Managing Stress 

Prioritising 

Forgive Yourself 

Deferring Gratification 

Removing Temptation 

Caution 



Any Questions 


